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The world is online; engaging others 
with data, statistics, innovation,  
technology and content in various 
creative formats. 

The Digital BruncThe Digital Brunch plays an 
important role in nurturing and 
preparing professionals and 
entrepreneurs and make  them 
digital ready via curated modules 
from top notch industry experts.



An industry recognized certificate course

40 hours of intense and curated lectures 
from industry professionals and experts, 
spread across one month

100% internship/placement assistance via 
assignment based projects from top 
companies in the city

Unlike other courses, at The Digital Brunch, we create a 
community of students, working professionals and 
entrepreneurs and continue the learning curve after
the course via Whatsapp Groups, Facebook
Community and Events.

Network with your faculty/industry experts 
over a Brunch served during class.



The Digital Brunch offers a perfect beginning to an extensive
course to enrich the appetite of understanding the ever evolving 
Digital Marketing industry. The course covers 12 modules, which 
extends to a mix of  theoretical, practical and class assignments.

Introduction to Social Media (Theoretical)

Create your first Social Media advertising campaign (Practical) 

Online Reputation Management (Practical) 

Content Marketing (Class Assignments) 

Product Designing (Class Assignment)

Search Engine Optimisation (Theoretical & Practical) 

SearcSearch Engine Marketing (Theoretical & Practical) 

Media Planning and Buying (Theoretical) 

Web Analytics (Theoretical & Practical) 

Website Marketing & Development (Theoretical & Class Assignment) 

Influencer Marketing (Class Assignment) 

Build your own Digital Marketing Campaign (Presentation) 





                    "The Digital Brunch  
                           was indeed one of the 
best experiences I have had in 
the learning field, it was quirky, 
spontaneous, and interactive. It 
made my transition from 
finance to digital media super 
smooth! The faculty was warm 
and more thanand more than welcoming and 
the experience has helped me 
move a step ahead."

"In today’s world, working as a 
professional in any field 
requires some kind of digital 
knowledge. Only if you 
understand how the medium 
works will you be able to use it 
to your advantage. Learning 
from from experienced individuals 
gives you insights that you may 
not find anywhere else. 
I think The Digital Brunch, with 
its workshop format is one of 
the coolest learning experiences 
I have had :)"

"The Digital Brunch has been a 
fun learning experience. Having 
industry mavens who are 
willing to impart knowledge 
and experiences, sharing real 
time facts, the do’s and dont’s of 
the forever evolving digital 
industrindustry, has been a new 
learning curve for me. TDB has 
widen my digital career 
horizons where it has opened 
new opportunities for me, and a 
unique concept of well curated 
course where learning and good 
ffood is whipped together is 
never a bad idea!"

Today having a Social Media 
Identity has become a necessity, 
be it professional or personal 
branding. The Digital Brunch 
has really hit the right chord, by 
engaging passionate and 
working professionals sharing 
the right the right exposure and 
guidance. I can independently 
take up & and successfully build 
a brand from scratch."



                  "I feel that Digital 
Brunch comes with a unique 
concept and their approach 
towards training people on the 
digital front is different. With 
the faculty team that consists of 
senior leadership across 
agencies, client side andagencies, client side and your 
Google/FBs they just created 
that edge that is required. The 
training modules they have 
solves what is needed at this 
moment in the industry. I would 
recommend this for anyone who 
wants to get in to the digital wants to get in to the digital 
industry. It is a fun and exciting 
way to look at learning beyond 
the confined four walls of a 
classroom. The best platform to 
share and exchange digital ideas 
and knowledge."

"The Digital Brunch has 
managed to bring an eclectic 
mix of people from all walks of 
life, making teaching and 
interacting with them very 
unusual and interesting."

“The complete digital learning 
experience in the best possible 
ambience.”

“Real world faculty. Easy going 
weekend lessons. Consistent 
help with internships. A definite 
recommendation for digital 
marketing.”
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